


THE SILVER HOST - background

Legends tell of an ancient Vampire Queen
who resides high in the World's Edge
Mountains. Most believe it to be merely an
old wives' tale, but a few scholars know
better. The Vampire Queen of Mysteries
does indeed exist, and those who know
call her Neferata, which means 'she who is
beautiful in death' in the ancient tongue of
Nehekhara, the land of the Dead.

It is claimed that she is the same decadent
Vampire Queen who fled the sack of
Lahmia. If this is true, she is very ancient
indeed, for the great River Mortis has
flowed for three thousand years since
those events. Legends say that she created
a Vampiric Lahmian Sisterhood to serve
her and that all the Vampiresses of this
cult have been corrupted by her own
blood.

Physically, Neferata is said to be divinely
beautiful. Her plaited black tresses flow
around her lovely face and she is as
enchanting now as she was in her youth,
though her skin is as white as alabaster,
and the long years of evil have washed all
trace of pity and compassion from her
face. She has the appearance of a young
maiden and only in her yellow eyes can
one read her ageless and corrupt wisdom
and cruelty, for her memories reach back
to ancient times when Zandri and Numas
were still sprawling metropolises and the
people of the Great River still built
pyramids.

The haven of Neferata is situated on the
highest peak of the Worlds Edge
Mountains, and is called the Silver
Pinnacle. From here she controls her
Undead servants and ventures out to hunt
for blood. Her mountain lair is
honeycombed with passageways, tunnels
and chambers, creating a titanic maze.
Traps for the unwary and a host of Undead
creatures make it one of the most
dangerous places in the known world.

At the heart of the maze of the Silver
Pinnacle are situated the quarters of
Neferata. Her opulent chambers are an
echo of the splendour of her royal palace
in Lahmia. Forgotten treasures of old,
golden masks and rare gemstones glitter in
the dark, illuminated only by the dim light
of the silver-coated skulls that serve as her
lamps. Here Neferata lies on a divan,
drinking the blood of handsome youths
from golden cups and listening as her
Undead courtiers play harps, pipes and
lutes to amuse her. 

Vampires of the Lahmian Sisterhood are
her eyes and ears in the outside world and
using the information from their reports
she plots and weaves a web of intrigue.
For the Queen dreams of enslaving all the
Vampires of the known world and
returning to ancient Lahmia at the head of
an Undead army, reclaiming her throne
and rebuilding the great Temple of Blood.



Neferata delights in seducing mortal men
of pure heart and causing their fall from
grace. She is especially fond of Bretonnian
knights, for she finds their code of chivalry
easy to exploit. Some of her victims
Neferata keeps as her lovers, while others
she simply drains of their blood. The most
favoured of them she transforms into
Undead servants, though few amuse her
for long enough that she will consider
granting them the Blood Kiss. 

Sometimes Witch Hunters or Bretonnian
knights muster troops to cleanse the Silver
Pinnacle. When their armies come, she is
roused from her hedonistic idleness and
issues terrible commands to her Undead
lackeys. At such times Neferata can muster
an army of thousands: Skeletons, Wights,
and other evil things. None who have
attacked the Silver Pinnacle have returned
- except as the unliving servants of
Neferata. Neferata finds few equals in
combat, for she is the Queen of Mysteries
of old and is terrible in her wrath. She
holds much of the magical knowledge that
was lost during the destruction of Lahmia,
ancient rituals and sorceries that only she
will ever know.



THE SILVER HOST- army list

Though Neferata prefers to advance her
designs through seduction and statecraft, at
times the Lahmian Sisterhood is compelled
to pursue diplomacy by other means. 

Their armies strongly resemble those of
ancient Nehekhara, being chiefly composed
of skeletal infantry, supplemented by a
handful of war engines the Sisterhood have
maintained in their long exile, as well as
night creatures native to the Old World in
which they find themselves. Even
mercenaries are occasionally drawn to the
Lahmians, by gold, bloodshed or desire...

0-1 Lahmian Vampire Lady
(may replace with Neferata)
Lahmian Vampire Countesses

LORDS

SILVER HOST ARMY LIST

Lahmian Vampire Thralls
Wight Lords
Wraiths
Necromancers
0-1 Swain
(new unit entry: you must field
at least one Lahmian Vampire
if you wish to field a Swain!)

HEROES

Skeleton Warriors 
Dire Wolves
0-1 Bat Swarm
0-1 Skeleton Chariots

CORE

Black Knights
Grave Guard
Banshees
Carrion

SPECIAL

0-1 Black Coach
0-1 Spirit Host
0-1 Screaming Skull Catapult
Dogs of War

RARE

SILVER HOST SPECIAL RULES
Everything in a Silver Host army is Undead
unless stated otherwise. All the Laws of
Undeath from the Vampire Counts army
book apply as normal.

The Silver Host uses the Skeleton Warriors
entry from the Tomb Kings army book.

Units with bows do not gain the Arrows of
the Asp rule from the Tomb Kings army
book. 

Lahmian Vampires in the Silver Host may
use the Lores of Death, Shadows, or
Necromancy.

Lahmian Vampires or Wight Lords may
ride in a Skeleton Chariot for +45 points,
displacing one of the crew.

SILVER HOST MAGIC ITEMS

Plaque of Mighty Incantations
Staff of Mastery
Hieratic Jar

The Silver Host may use any magic item
from Warhammer Armies: Vampire
Counts or Warhammer Armies: Tomb
Kings, subject to the normal restrictions
that apply to those items.

This means items that are restricted to
Tomb Kings and Tomb Princes may not be
used, as those models do not appear in the
Silver Host. Similarly, Grave Guard are not
Tomb Guard and may not take the Icon of
Rakaph.

Necromancers are not Liche Priests and do
not use Incantations, so the following
items are of no use to them and may not
be taken:



SWAINS - new unit entry

SWAIN Human: 80 points
Elf: 90 points

Dwarf: 85 points
Ogre: 130 points
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Human
Elf
Dwarf
Ogre

additional hand weapon at +4 points (+8 points for Ogre)
great weapon at +4 points (+8 points for Ogre)
shield at +2 points (+4 points for Ogre)
heavy armour at +2 points (+4 points for Ogre)
Human or Dwarf Swains may take a pistol for +4 points or a brace of pistols for +8
Elf Swains may take a longbow for +4 points or a repeater crossbow for +6
Ogre Swains may take a brace of handguns (treat as pistols with a 24" range) for +12
points
Human or Elf Swains may ride a Nightmare for +4 points, which may have barding for
+4 points
Swains may be equipped with any Common Magic Item from the list in the
Warhammer Rulebook.

Equipment: hand weapon and light armour

Upgrades

Special Rules

Enthralled: A Swain may only be fielded alongside a Lahmian Vampire General - the object
of their unyielding and unholy devotion. As long as this Vampire is alive and in the same
unit, their Swain is Immune to Psychology and Unbreakable.

Swains are not Undead, and so do not take wounds from combat resolution; they are,
however, considered to cause fear, as their presence among the undead is unnatural and
unsettling. Swains may not flee as a charge reaction, but may stand and shoot. 

If a challenge is issued to a unit containing both the Swain and the Lahmian General, the
Swain must accept. If the Lahmian General is killed, roll on the Monster Reaction chart to
see how the Swain behaves!



NEFERATA, QUEEN OF MYSTERIES - special character

NEFERATA 715 points
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Neferata

Equipment: Dagger of Jet, Ruby of Lahmia, Bastet

Spells: Neferata is a level 3 wizard and can use Necromancy, the Lore of Death or the Lore
of Shadows. In addition to the spells you roll for her, she knows the unique spell
Shadowblood.

Bloodline Powers: Neferata has all the powers of the Lahmian Bloodline.

NEW SPELL: Shadowblood
Casting Value: 7+  Range: 24"

The spell is a magic missile that causes D6 Strength 5 hits. After successfully casting,
Neferata may take additional Wounds to boost its effectiveness; roll an extra d6 hits for
each Wound taken. A unit suffering one or more wounds from this spell must immediately
take a Panic test. The blood causes double wounds against any flammable target.

MAGIC ITEMS

Dagger of Jet
This dagger took countless lives on the altars of Lahmia when Neferata began the worship of
Nagash, and cut the throat of High Queen Khalida when she challenged the Vampire Queen.
Attacks made with the Dagger are Poisoned Attacks.

Ruby of Lahmia
The mark of her dominion over the City of Vampires, Neferata's diadem is a golden snake
which rests over her cruel and beautiful face, and carries a huge ruby in its jaw. This unique
jewel pulses with the power of eternal life and feeds Neferata with almost unlimited energy. 
At the end of each turn (yours or your opponent's) the Ruby of Lahmia automatically
restores a wound that Neferata has suffered in that turn. The Jewel stops working if
Neferata is killed.

Bastet
Bastet is Neferata's familiar, a slender black Khemrian cat who was entombed with her
beloved Queen. Now she is just a feline shadow that follows Neferata and protects her from
danger. In the Old World it is said that black cats presage bad luck, and maybe in this case it
could be true… 
At the beginning of each of her turns Neferata can send Bastet to any enemy unit on the
battlefield, regardless of distance. Place the model of Bastet next to the affected unit. The
unit is blighted by minor mishaps and spooked by every shadow and so may not march
(exactly as if an enemy unit was within 8"). Bastet cannot be harmed in any way.



SPECIAL RULES

Heavenly Creature: Neferata inflicts a -2 Leadership penalty on models in combat,
instead of the normal -1 for a Lahmian Vampire.

Blood Kiss: If Neferata kills an enemy character in a challenge, she may grant the Blood
Kiss to this lucky individual, turning them into a Vampire. This will not work on other
Undead, Daemons, Forest Spirits, or "monstrous" characters (no Vampire Doombulls or
Ogres, please). Human-sized, living characters are appropriate candidates for the Kiss. Use
some discretion: would it fit on a 20mm or, at most, a 25mm base, and is it "alive"?

This turns the character into a Lahmian Vampire Thrall, using the profile from the
Vampire Counts army book. The character retains their weapons and armour, and any
horse-sized creature they are riding turns into a Nightmare (and will retain barding, if it
has any). If the character is riding a monster, take a Monster Reaction test as normal. 

Use common sense regarding magic items: the character is now a Lahmian Vampire
Thrall, and so items that are limited to "Champions of Tzeentch only" (for example) will
cease to function. Wizards retain their magic levels and generate dice as normal, but lose
their spells; likewise, Wizard-like Heroes such as Warrior Priests continue to generate
Dispel dice but may not use their prayers or incantations.

(In a campaign context, it is recommended that you keep these characters around,
replacing dysfunctional magic items with Bloodline powers and rolling Death or Shadows
spells to replace those lost to the Kiss.)

Neferata can only grant the Blood Kiss once per battle.



DESIGNER'S NOTES

It started with the "back of the book" army
list for the Lahmians. I've always liked the
idea of this list, with its explicit ties to
Khemri and its poor bespelled mortals
running around doing the Lahmians'
bidding, but never quite gotten on with the
execution. 

Firstly, the Swains. As written, those were
a licence to hunt through all your army
books in search of the most bang for your
Hero slot buck: Skink Priests on Stegadons
or Warlock Engineers with Storm Daemon
and the like. Exploitative, and often silly-
looking. On top of that, no effort was made
to smooth over how those living heroes
would interact with Undead units they
joined (even though eliminating these
snags was a design priority for the sixth
edition book). 

Secondly, it seemed daft to me that an
army based on ancient Khemri didn't field
archers and chariots at the very least. This
project started when I decided to port
those units from the Tomb Kings to the
Vampire Counts army in an attempt to
create something more synergetic.

One could make an argument for Skeleton
Horsemen, but I believe the Heavy Horse
are redundant in a list that also includes
Black Knights, and the Light Horse render
Dire Wolves similarly obsolete. While I
think it's OK for a list to have a couple of
"flavour" units, they need to add something
unique and viable, to be worth fielding
over a more bread-and-butter choice.

My second inspiration is the "Desert of the
Dead" miniature range by TTCombat.
These models span the Tomb Kings and
Vampire Counts ranges for several editions
of the Warhammer rules, and I really
wanted an excuse to field more of my
TTCombat figures as a Vampire Counts
army.

This is why Carrion have found their way
back into the list, along with the Screaming
Skull Catapult. I deliberately made this a
-0-1 choice, like the Spirit Host and the
Black Coach, and concentrated these
choices into Rare as well. The result is a
rather top heavy list but one with some
meaningful choices to be made at either
end.

In a first draft of the list I kept the Bone
Giant on board, largely out of sheer self-
indulgence - I just like the figure! I was
persuaded, by gentle feedback, that the
Bone Giant should go the way of the
Ushabti and the Tomb Scorpion: the
Lahmians have forsaken their ancient gods
and the Mortuary Cult alike, and shouldn't
really be running around with sacred
statues in their train. The same feedback
also persuaded me that Ghouls were
surplus to requirements here; they're far
too smelly for the Lahmians' fine
sensibilities and, what with Banshees in
Special and so on, the list isn't hurting for
interdicting annoyance-type units.

There's a trickle of influence from the Total
War: Warhammer series in here too. I've
always liked Vampires with access to the
Lore of Shadows - I think it adds some
great tactical depth to the army and, given
that it includes a movement spell or two, it
should encourage players away from
taking Necromancy on every single Wizard
in every single game.

Finally, there's Neferata herself. Her rules
were retrieved from a cached version of
the old Games Workshop website, but I've
made a few refinements. She's gained
access to the Lore of Shadows and Bastet
has become a board control tool (to suit
her role as arch-manipulator), but I've
reined in the Blood Kiss slightly and tuned
down her combat prowess to compensate.


